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Letter from the Editor:

It feels good to be back after a hiatus for unexpected reasons. I chose to title this issue
“Humble Beginnings” because it felt fitting considering all the changes we have experienced
as a company. Founded from humble beginnings, and no matter what the challenges have been,
we’ve remained humble with a laser-like focus on helping others. The Boss Men featured in this
issue share the same stories. They faced adversity, assessed the problem, formulated a plan and
uprooted the problem. The common denominator was having to get rid of toxic relationships
or dead weight in their lives, once they realized the amount of negative energy being spent on
selfish people with ulterior motives, they were able to break the chains from negativity. I most
certainly can relate.
In this edition, we touch on organizations that monitor police brutality and misconduct, Rodney
W. Jacobs, Jr. certainly walks the talk when helping out his Miami, FL community. Thai “THAIGA”
Edwards out of Chicago opened up and gave us a powerful testimony about his life dealing with
adversity and how he overcame those obstacles, we have a video interview prepared for you
that will leave you inspired, stay tuned for the release. A fellow Chicago native Marseil Jackson
talked to us about the numerous actions he is taking to bring his community closer. LockWest
put Lynwood, CA on the map along with his VYBE JUNKII movement. He was genuine with his
experience as an entertainer in the music industry. Last but not least, we have the famous Los
Angeles fashion Guru bringing us managed chaos. It is a thing of beauty to watch Parris Harris
at work; I read somewhere that it’s scientifically impossible for a brain to multi-task and focus
on two things at a time, I can tell you that’s a false statement. Parris can, and, does multi-task, he
possesses a superhuman trait when putting together fashion shows. We also have articles from
Dr. John Nelson and Silvia Santos on Mental Health. We don’t talk enough about mental health
struggles these days, BUT I will make sure to use my platform to bring more awareness going
forward. Just remember that YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
I look forward to the inspiration these Boss Men will bring to our readers; we will stay on track
and continue to look for stories with substance. Sometimes all it takes is a few relatable words
to encourage someone so they can start the healing process. I believe in the power of words and
encouragement. Don’t forget to always Rep your originality!
Sincerely,
Johnny Elizalde
@thebossmannmedia
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Oliventa Clothing

Oliventa
Mixture of Modern andVintage Style

Boss Mann
“All Day Everyday”

DESIGNER ORIGINAL MAGAZINE 2015

Oliventa clothing has over 11k followers
which gives us an edge of legitimacy through
our interaction with our followers. Our
website also has a good amount of traffic,
however, we are looking to expand to more
online retailers in 2019. So this is a great
opportunity for us to start with your company. We have in house manufacturing with
up to 10 garments per size run. We manufacture size Small - XXL. If we do not have
the size, we can create the sample within a
two week period.

57

Oliventa represents quality, and originality. Oliventa is created
unique with our complementary zippers and inspiring fabric. Look
no further the collection is here. Our clothing leaves a lasting
impression every time you wear it. We promise to bring originality back, with each piece of our creatively designed fabric. Please
allow us to make this a successful collaboration in 2019 reaching
audiences everywhere.

www.oliventa.com
IG: Oliventaclothing
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Thai “THAIGA” Edwards
Hollywood’s Next Leading Actor

As an accomplished Actor, Model, Entrepreneur, and
Philanthropist, Thai Edwards is a multi-talented man.
Thai’s commanding presence as an Alpha Male combined with charisma, charm and a serious work ethic
is rivaled by few. Thai Edwards is destined to be,
Hollywood’s next leading man. Thai also has a teaching spirit, one that allows him to inspire and educate others. Using his multiple platforms, he is always
willing to inspire those in need.
Being from the south side of Chicago, Thai Edwards
comes from very humble beginnings, as a kid, and after
he experienced his parents’ divorce, he grew up mostly
by himself. Thai’s determination to succeed and not be
a victim pushed him to become an exceptional student
and an outstanding athlete. He ranked as one of the
highest regarded high school athletes in both Football
and Basketball during his high school tenure. Change
is something that Thai has always embraced, during his
high school senior year he moved to Dallas, TX, where
he would end up modeling for well-recognized brands
such as FUBU, Karl Kani, and Kenneth Cole.
Deemed a “Natural Talent” by Casting Directors, he has starred and featured in several films and small projects throughout
Texas. Armed with an impressive resume and the drive to become a household
name, Thai knew his next step had to be
Hollywood.
Now as a California resident, Thai has
allowed the journey that life has taken him
on to help build him into the focused and
career-driven entertainer and businessman
that he has become.
Given his extensive resume and multiple
talents, many doors have opened for him
during his career as a result, and he is destined to become a household name. However, it’s Thai’s strong work ethic, his love for
his craft, and his commitment to pursuing
excellence that sets him in a class all by
himself. Not to mention him being a man of
great character also.
As a firm believer in the outcome of hard
work and determination, he has managed
to maintain high consistency and success in
an industry where only the strong survive
and is showing no signs of slowing down.
In the Fall of 2017, he starred in his feature
film Anabolic Life, which premiered to rave
reviews, calling his performance “Stellar”
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and his performance immediately created the buzz that he was very much a
natural born “standout” star. The film also gained him new fans/supporters
around the country with many leaving the theaters wanting to know more
about him after seeing his groundbreaking performance in the film. The movie also won an award at the Orlando Film Festival 2017 for “Best Ensemble
Cast” and went on to be released nationwide.
In December 2017, Thai was named one of IMDB’s “Top 5 Upcoming Actors
in 2018”. While 2017 & 2018 presented him with some great opportunities,
2019 is expected to be a fantastic year for Thai with multiple projects that are
currently in the works.
Outside of his career as an actor/entertainer, he also owns the award-winning
Body Couture Personal Fitness Training studio, which is a performance
training studio in Los Angeles, CA. His company helps people in the community reach their personal fitness goals.
Thai is very passionate about giving back to his community. Whether it’s
speaking to the youth and offering encouragement or volunteering his time
to various charity events, he’s always looking for ways to bless others who
may be in need. He is also in the planning stages of launching his very first
non-profit organization soon.

As a BossMann, he has taken accountability and responsibility for the outcome of his life regardless of the situations or circumstances and
has become the very thing he was destined to be without needing, wanting or relying on the help of another person. He is part of a distinctive group of people that succeeds because they’re DRIVEN, MOTIVATED, INSPIRED, and HUNGRY for life and living it more abundant
than everyone else. He works hard, pays his dues, and make opportunities happen regardless of any obstacle. He is a risk-taker and makes
the necessary sacrifices in life to achieve his goals without having any regrets! Although hard to believe based on what we have witnessed
so far, he does not have superhuman abilities, he is capable of feeling pain, depression, insecurity, or fear just like anyone else. Thai has
learned to use all life experiences as fuel to keep him successful.
When speaking about sacrifices, he told BossMann magazine that his most significant sacrifice has been having to set himself apart from
a lot of people, situations and or circumstances. Which means permanently losing many relationships when you have big aspirations, and
it’s hard for people to accept change and understand the big picture. Human beings are social creatures so when these relationships grow
distant, it can be a tough adjustment to make because you often feel out of place or lonely.
In regard to the modeling and acting industry challenges, he has learned to have patience and perseverance. To anyone who aspires to
make it big in Hollywood, his advice is to take it day by day and to be passionate about your gifts and know your craft! Everyone can’t be
an overnight success and those who usually are, have shorter careers! You have to pay your dues and be patient. This industry is a labor of
love for the art form, and if you’re coming in with a bunch of expectations or some unrealistic timeframe to attain a certain status, then
you’re setting yourself up for failure. If you’re only in it for fame, fortune, and prestige, then you’ll be disappointed every time because
it will elude you. The prize comes when you consistently do good work without seeking recognition for it, that’s called being humble.
In everything you do in life understand this principle, you will need people in life to help you at times, so if you burn bridges and piss off
people, you limit how successful you become in this business and in life.
Thai’s fear of failure and not fulfilling his purpose in life keeps him motivated. This mentality was adopted early on because he was always
told by people, he loved that he wasn’t ever going to be anything or accomplish anything! So, he became an overachiever in everything
he does. Life is too short to start things and do it half-ass or with mediocrity. The stuff he spends time on has to produce something worthwhile, or he doesn’t waste his time on it. What keeps him motivated is his purpose and passion; his soul vibrates to “Pleasure Principle.”
To become successful in life, Thai mentioned that people need to break
the chains when it comes to behaviors and mindsets. When you begin
to evolve and ascend you have to become a lot more disciplined, many
of the actions you had before your ascension have to change to sustain
your place and position. Your mindset has to be different, the way you
move and go about handling your day to day business and how you deal
with people changes because you have too much to lose. The more
successful you become, the more issues and complications you get. You
will have to be able to assess, identify, manage and effectively neutralize
potential problems that come your way. If your mindset isn’t where it
needs to be, it could potentially hurt you and your career. In this business, you are a business, and you’re a brand as well. It’s what gives you
appeal and what makes you marketable to the world! It’s who you are,
what you stand for; it’s what you represent and how you want people
to identify you as. So many artists act out and do many things without
thinking about the repercussions of their actions. You have to have both
industry and business savvy to become one of the elites.
Our purpose with Thai was to learn about his story, document it and
publish it. Little did we know that we would end up being super inspired
by his willingness to live life the right way. Thai’s spirit is determined to
leave a meaningful legacy behind. Will power is his middle name and we
certainly learned more about ourselves than we anticipated by listening
to him. Thai’s vibrant soul illuminates the room upon entrance, and it
was unquestionably felt during our interview with him. BossMann will
undoubtedly stay in touch with Thai Edwards so look out for future updates on his life and career.
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“When I hear the term breaking the chains, I
immediately think of behaviors and mindsets.
In order to become successful these need to
be addressed and corrected”
			-THAI EDWARDS

Photographer:
Johnny Elizalde
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PARRIS HARRIS
Cover Feature

W

MANAGED CHAOS

here can a passion for fashion lead?

It led Parris Harris to develop a fashion network of people with extraordinary passion in order to create a
method by which that passion can continue to breed and pop. It also led Parris Harris down the runway and up the steps
of the royal house of fashion, and there, he lived happily ever after...
Parris Harris embodies a love for the entire fashion process. That process includes “everything”, and I mean everything.
Boss Mann has been lucky to have attended Fashion shows where a heavy Parris Harris fashion influence is unmistakably
found. That pretty much describes putting together a Fabulous show from start to finish.
Managed Chaos is the best way to describe a fashion show, and that is where Parris comes in as a subject matter expert.
Having to deal with a room full of egos while attempting to prepare for a fashion show is virtually impossible. However,
nothing is impossible for Parris, coordinating model search auditions, to show rehearsals and executing all planned events,
he thrives on the challenge and loves every minute of it.
Whether it is the hugs and kisses at the end of a designer’s very first show or more importantly searching for a needle in
a shag carpet at 4 a.m because a show needs it by 8 am and coffee is no longer doing the trick. Whether it is working for
two days without sleep and probably little food, the grind never stops for Parris. We experienced this first hand as some of
our meetings went well into the late hours of the night. Time flew by as we got to learn more about his fantastic story.
Parris’s passion led him to create A PASSION PHASHION production. This Fashionista has coordinated countless shows
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Miami, Las Vegas, & San Diego. The East coast is no stranger to Parris Harris either.
Parris Harris is a fashion coordinator, runway coach, designer, casting director,
celebrity runway coach, stylist, and all things fashion. It is safe to say he is Mr.
Fashion 24/7 or Mr. Fashion 365 days a year. The Parris Harris fashion experience and branding includes everybody. From plus size to petite size, from
toddlers to adults, from every shape, and every color.
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r. Harris makes himself available to every aspect of a client’s fashion projects and needs. A client will receive 100% attention and
dedication. The need to interpret, to be effective, in whatever position mandated be it choreographing and training of the models
and dancers, casting, creation of show themes, flyer design and overall general consultation, contacts with agents and managers, researching areas, venues, and events and even assist in publicist and promoting duties. Mr. Harris works tirelessly to create a working and
cohesive environment.
Additionally, Parris has experiences in casting events outside of the fashion circle such as commercials, music videos, plays, dance
projects, singer showcases, DJs for night club events. His roster of talent includes tall diva’s as well as the all-American fire eater that
may be just the thing to put a fashion event over the top. His casting experiences include models as well as dancers, photographers,
designers and whatever else is needed.
Mr. Harris draws upon his many years of experience in the modeling industry, acting, designing, casting and scouting to put on a
FABULOUS Show!

Keep up with Parris:
IG: @Parris_Harris
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#POWERS
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#USEYOUR
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RPOWERS
BM: What keeps you motivated?
Parris Harris: Incompletion is the greatest motivator
BM: Who inspires you?
Parris Harris: Sometimes an Uber driver, other times
the sounds your lover makes right before you find
out they want to leave you

Photography: Johnny Elizalde

#FIGHTYOURDEMONS

Styled By: HAUS OPH WHERE
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WalkOnSocks.com
info@WalkOnSocks.com
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TRACKING YOUR MENTAL FITNESS
By: John A. Nelson, PSY.D., M.Div.
Summertime is upon us! Chances are you or someone
you know have already begun preparing for the ideal
“summer body.” This preparation usually entails a self-evaluation of one’s diet, physical fitness regiment, as
well as a commitment to goal-setting and modifying
certain routines and behaviors. The more committed
a person is to their “summer body” goals, the more
likely they are to see gains and showcase their results
with confidence. Just as people are motivated to improve their physical shape and stamina, it is equally
important to not overlook the benefit of monitoring
mental fitness and improving overall mental stability
as well.
Mental fitness refers to an individual’s emotional and
psychological well-being. The more mentally fit an
individual is, the more likely they are to meet life’s
challenges, demands and stress without feeling as if
they are falling apart. The less mentally fit an individual
is, the more likely they are to succumb to burnout,
exhaustion, mental fog, as well as experience physical
symptoms associated with short-term and long-term
illnesses, including weakened immune system, hypertension, headaches, migraines, and muscle tension, just
to name a few.
If you were asked to track your physical fitness, including identifying how much you weight, whether your
diet was balanced, as well identifying how much you
exercise, chances are you would be able to answer
these questions without much thought. Alternatively,
if you were asked to track your mental fitness, would you be able to answer this question just as easily?
What would your assessment of your mental fitness
be? Ways to measure mental fitness might include categories such as “poor,” “fair,” “good,” or “excellent.”
You might even prefer a scale-based assessment of
mental well-being, including rating your mental fitness
on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the poorest of mental fitness and 10 being the best mental fitness possible. Whatever your preference, take a brief moment to
pause, reflect on your own emotional well-being and
rate yourself. Ready, set, go! Did you rate your overall
mental fitness as “poor,” “fair,” “good,” “excellent,” or
closer to a score of 1 or 10 on a rating scale? Based on
the score you identified, this provides a sense of how
much work you should invest in achieving the mental
fitness you desire.
Whether your desire is to improve or maintain your
current mental fitness, the following is a list of domains
and stress management tips to help sustain balanced
mood, decrease stress, and minimize the likelihood of
common problems associated with anxiety, depression, sleep disorders, and problematic substance use
concerns.

www.drjohnnelson.com
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SOCIAL: Social outlets provide great opportunities to create balance between the ever increasing demands of life. Spending time alone can be a
great way to decompress from the outside world; however, too much time
alone can lead to isolation and avoidance. Spending time with others while
engaging in fun, life-giving activities is a great way to decompress from stress,
as well as develop and maintain fulfilling personal relationships. Examples of
social outlets vary from participating in activities with someone you know
to participating in an activity with complete strangers. This includes having
coffee, lunch or dinner with a friend, date-night with a significant other, going
on a vacation, joining a book club, visiting the theater, attending a concert,
or even playing a sport. When is the last time you engaged in a fun and purposeful social activity?
SPIRITUAL: Religion and spiritual involvement is linked to personal resiliency. Religious and spiritual coping allows individuals to engage in routine
practices where they can look to someone or something outside of themselves for strength and inspiration. This may be achieved through prayer or
reading religious writings, for example. If you do not subscribe to a particular
faith tradition or do not consider yourself to be religious at all, there are still
ways to have a spiritual experience. One way non-religious individuals experience spirituality is to identify and connect to some belief, principle, value,
ethics or moral ground. For example, if when confronted with challenging
circumstances your typical response is to channel thoughts such as “what
doesn’t kill me only makes me stronger” or “there is light at the end of the
tunnel,” then this is indeed an example of relying on a belief or principle to
get you through a circumstance. This is a form of spiritual involvement and
spiritual coping. When is the last time you attempted to rely on someone or
something outside of yourself to achieve strength or inspiration?

PHYSICAL:
Maintaining healthy exercise, diet and sleep habits are essential to achieving good physical shape. It is important to balance all three of
these activities, ideally at the same time. When healthy exercise habits are achieved, but diet and sleep habits are out of whack, optimal
exercise outcomes will be limited. Additionally, when healthy diet habits are achieved, but exercise and sleep habits are out of whack,
optimal diet outcomes will not be so great. This is why it is so important to balance exercise, diet and sleep simultaneously, in order to
maximize optimal functioning. At the end of the day, adequate exercise, diet, and sleep routines lend to balanced mental fitness. Consulting your primary care physician will help you gain insight on recommended levels of exercise, diet, and sleep based on your age, weight,
and medical history. When is the last time someone gave you feedback on your exercise, diet and sleep?
MENTAL:
Mental well-being refers to your psychological and emotional functioning. As described above, there are many factors that impact an
individual’s mental fitness and well-being. In many cases, when individuals recognize they are off-kilter mentally or psychological, and
they are not their usual selves, there are ways to intervene and reestablish balance, including practicing appropriate self-care, along with
engaging in stress management or relaxation activities. There are some times, however, when an individual does not possess or have the
skills necessary to intervene appropriately on their own. During times like these, it is very helpful to reach out to others and seek help.
Seeking help for emotional and psychological concerns come in many different forms. Some individuals choose to initially reach out to
close family or friends. Others choose to address concerns with professionals, including a primary care or mental healthcare provider.
When is the last time you reached out to others to process your thoughts, feelings and concerns, instead of keeping it all to yourself?
Just like balancing diet and exercise results in desirable physical fitness, balancing social, physical, spiritual, and mental aspects of your life
can lead to overall healthy mental fitness, too. While summertime is upon us and many are working towards their summer body goals,
you are challenged to use this season as an opportunity to focus on your mental fitness as well. Physical and mental health do not have
to be mutually exclusive—an intentional focus on both can create a stronger you for years to come.
~
About the Author: Dr. John A. Nelson is a licensed clinical psychologist currently serving on active duty orders as a commissioned officer
and Captain (O-3) in the United States Air Force. He is a native of Los Angeles, California and currently resides in San Antonio, Texas.

YOU’RE NOT ALONE
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EDITORIAL

Marseil
“Action”

Jackson

Activist | Consultant | Entrepreneur
Marseil Jackson is a community activist, Consultant, and
Entrepreneur. Marseil founded his first business and started an organization for community welfare at a young age
and is continuing to push himself and others towards more
community services. Marseil is a self-inspired and self-motivated leader with inherent leadership qualities that shaped him into the successful activist he is today.
His first venture, as an entrepreneur, was Off the Radar Discounts, which was an online retail store ran through eBay.
Marseil’s business became one of the first power sellers
and skyrocketed when he secured an investment of $10k
before his 16th birthday.
Marseil has run several community welfare programs and
hosted several social events since he was 19 years of age.
His keen interest in community service was self-inspired,
and he performed a significant number of roles with great
excitement. He volunteered in several organizations such
as United for Better Living, Chicago Reach, and Universal
Prayer Tower.

Marseil Jackson
Community Activist
Consultant
Entrepreneur
Follow Marseil Jackson:
IG @marseilactionjackson
Photography:
Kara Cunningham

At the age of 21, Marseil set out to raise his acts of community service to the next level. In 2009, he founded the
Jackson Action Coalition. The mission of the Jackson Action Coalition is to bridge the gap and bring generations together by empowering our community, youth, and seniors,
through outreach services and events. Every summer, Marseil offers employment to over 300 youth between the ages
of 16 and 24 to promote job training and introduce positive
ways of utilizing their leisure.
Marseil has committed himself to initiate community acts
of welfare such as feeding the homeless, providing clothes
for the needy, providing school supplies and uniforms for
students, and other countless efforts. He has also assisted
families in expanding their involvement in community
events such as Disney on Ice, Chicago Bulls games, visiting
the zoo and a great number of other activities.
He has made continuous efforts towards the development
of the community scheduling and hosting community
cleanups, ensuring roads are cleaned, fighting to keep
schools open or make sure they correctly get utilized once
they shut down, and making sure simple services are available to the community, essential things like potholes
being fixed.
The nickname Marseil “Action” Jackson, was given to Marseil by Veteran Community Activist Rev. Ira Acree, for his
considerable contributions to the community, tremendous
commitment towards community service, and most of all
his ability to transform his ideas into action.
Marseil has received a fair amount of recognition for
his exceptional dedication towards community service
and entrepreneurship. He received the 2014 ComEd Neighborhood Hero award; he received recognition in 2015 as
an NAACP Freedom Fund Community Action Honoree. He
is a 3-time Ampy Award Winner and a 2017 Chicago Scholars 35 under 35 Young Leaders making an impact to name
a few of his accomplishments.
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In December of 2016, Marseil started Rental Harvest
as the ONLY African-American Owned Rent Reporting
Service in the Country. Marseil is also the co-host on
the Brunch Bunch on Inspiration 1390AM Mon - Fri
12pm-1pm!
Marseil “Action” Jackson, a dedicated social activist,
has made considerable contributions to the community and desires to serve the community and the individuals that dwell within for as long as he can.
Being a Boss, he shared some of his darkest times in
life; he explained how he was able to break the chains.
He overcame managing his time, mixing friendships
and business, and staying focused. During those dark
times, he always still managed to keep in mind that it
would not rain forever, that the sun will shine again.
We all have moments of discomfort and struggle, but
it is about how to choose to overcome those struggles
and experience personal growth. He began to learn
how to manage his time, find a balance with the relationships in his life, and most importantly he learned
that staying focused is the key to success.
Marseil is most grateful for family, especially his parents as his biggest supporters. Despite not coming
from a wealthy family he managed to find the love and
support shown by his family more valuable than wealth and riches. Having his own business came with a
price and sacrifice, while never doubting his love for
family he found himself not spending as much time as
necessary to nourish his relationships. A hard-learned
lesson came when his sister Takeshia passed away at
the young age of 26; he remembers being devastated
and carrying a heavy heart from that life experience.
He now makes sure to prioritize his time to dedicate
time for his family and loved ones.
An important question we ask all BossMen is how they
were able to break the chains from negativity and bad
experiences; we believe in sharing life experiences so
that others can learn. Marseil went on to share that
breaking the chains is about being free from bondage.
Overcoming bad habits, lack of discipline and lack of
planning are all common behaviors in today’s society.
Breaking the chains from bad habits allows for a start
a new path in life and work towards a brighter future,
by overcoming bad habits it also sets the standard for
those around you.
At 30 years old he has accomplished so much. He was
blessed to have started his own business at age 15, a
Non-profit at 20 Years old. He has received many accolades by several organizations, most recently the
Westside NAACP recognized him for his outstanding
community activism. Chicago Scholars 35 under 35
and ComED Neighborhood Hero Award were other
recent awards received. Marseil is the proud owner
of the ONLY African American owned Rent Reporting
Service in the Country. He is helping Renters build
their credit using their rent! He is also a Radio Co-Host
of the Brunch Bunch on Inspiration 1390AM an iHeart
Radio station in Chicago! To God be the Glory!

Photography: Kara Cunningham
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Sunset
&Palm trees
Robert Clemons, a product of Southern California started his career as an artist and educator.
At an early age, Robert began creating artwork, driven by his creativity, a drawing tablet and
color pencils he drifted into the world of art. Not having formal training didn’t stop Robert as
he had his father’s mentorship at his disposal.
Fast forward to today, Robert is an Entrepreneur & Fashion Designer. He co-founded the
clothing brand “Sunset & Palm Trees clothing.” Robert worked as a designer for other companies, so it was only right for him to have started his brand in 2013.
Sunset and Palm Trees clothing brand are headquartered in Los Angeles, and it’s a company
tailored to the vacation lifestyle culture.
Los Angeles iconic street sign where Sunset & Palm Trees intersect was created as a meeting
spot for paradise. Sunset & Palm trees create vacation clothes and accessories for Men &
Women; they cover all your travel necessities.
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Check them out at:
www.sptclothing.com
@sptclothing
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The Spring of San Francisco was greeted this
year by the Award-Winning Fashion Community Week, a platform for Local and International Emerging Fashion Designers and Beauty
talents in San Francisco. The 4-day event was
filled with a fashion conference, brand presentation, runway show, media event, networking,
showroom and an opportunity to Shop the
Runway collection.
The Opening evening kicked off at the exclusive
‘members only’ club: The Modernist (voted one
of the Hottest members club on Maxim). The
evening began with a press conference and
industry meet and greet with Fashion Designers, Beauty talents, Media and Influencers. Five
designers previewed their brand new collection
that was unreleased to the market place.
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The rest of the days featured a “Fashion conference & Industry startup
presentation” at the edgy location
“Spaces.” The conference was led by
CEO’s of “Careste” and “3D look”,
and investors from “Founder Institute”
as well as “Bay Angels” focusing on
innovation and the future of fashion. Designers such as Tom Foolery,
Accent styles, Seoul Painters, Elena
Hristova, Guadalupe Ramirez, Anomis,
William Lei, Agaati and Mia Maree
Couture were all in attendance showcasing their garments at the multiple
facilities across town. The participating designers graced the runway from
Italy, Bulgaria, Korea, Mexico, Palestine,
China, India, and parts of California
and the East Coast of the U.S.

Portions of the proceeds from the
fashion show events benefited NGO:
Princess Project. BossMann Magazine
looks forward to the next event in
Fall 2019 where more magic will be
created.
San Francisco’s Fashion Community
Week organization will continue to
place the Bay Area on the fashion map
via its platform for emerging talents to
shine!

Photos By:
Chris Millican

IG@FASHIONCOMMUNITYWEEK
FCWSF.ORG
FACEBOOK @FASHIONCOMMUNITYWEEK
THEBOSSMANN.COM
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Rodney W. Jacobs, Jr., J.D.
Renaissance Man
PHOTOS: TINA C PHOTO LLC
IG: @tinaCphoto
Website: tinaCphoto3.com
Rodney’s Duffel bag: Ted Baker
Rodney’s Shoes: Steve Madden
Ramona’s suit: Banana Republic
Ramona’s bag: Brahmin

Police brutality and civil rights in this country have been a
hot topic for many decades; social media has played a factor in how quickly any event gets exposure to the entire
country in a matter of minutes. Police shootings, racial
profiling, and excessive force are just a few social injustices we see daily, and at times in real time, each situation is
unique, and it has its own set of particular circumstances.
Today, we have law firms specialized in police misconduct
and victim’s rights; the unfortunate part is that these law
firms come after the fact. Legal advocates are always available to defend a case, but can we count how many are out
there advocating for police education, sensitivity training,
and other cultural education programs to help prevent
these occurrences? I can tell you about a modern-day
superhero, but you will have to hold on tight to know
who he is.

oversight committee tasked with investigating abusive police practices within the City of Miami. Some of his responsibilities include overseeing investigations and community relations and policing initiatives.

We know first-hand about bad experiences from our very
own Charles Belk (BossMann cover Oct. 2015) who became a victim of racial profiling on August 22nd, 2014. It
didn’t matter that he received a B.S. in electrical engineering from the University of Southern California, an MBA
from Indiana University and an executive leadership certificate from Harvard Business School. All that mattered to
police was that he was “tall, “bald, and a “black male” so
he fit the description. Charles turned a very negative experience and frustration into a movement that eventually
became a new law. “Auto-Erase” law requires law enforcement agencies to destroy wrongfully arrest records; this
protects mistakenly detained individuals. The Auto-Erase
bill has been introduced into 19 states and signed into law
in 6 total states: North Carolina, Illinois, Colorado, Rhode
Island, Kansas & Missouri.

Rodney Jacobs has also received recognition for writing several scholarly articles. The New York City Bar Association Committee on Diversity
and Pipeline Initiatives has recently published Mr. Jacobs on theories of
pivotal obstacles facing minorities passing the bar exam. He is also a
contributor to the Defense Research Institute Magazine “The Voice.”
His article “Breaching the Norm- Inside the Inclusion” was published
multiple times in 2015 & 2016. Rodney recently published an abstract
entitled “Bring a health equity and reproductive justice lens of prevention of fetal anomalies in Zika” by the American Public health association. In 2018 he was honored by Black Enterprise Magazine with their
“Modern Man” of the year award and by Legacy Miami Magazine’s 40
under 40 ‘Leaders of Today and Tomorrow.”

Meet modern-day Superhero, Rodney W. Jacobs, Jr., J.D
Assistant Director for the City of Miami Civilian Investigative Panel (CIP). The Civil Investigative Panel is a civilian
32
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Rodney Jacobs is also a military intelligence first lieutenant in the United States Army Reserve, where he works as the officer in charge at
the 436 civil affairs battalion in Sanford, Florida. Within this capacity,
Rodney obtained a top-secret security clearance, which allows him to
gather intelligence to assist in fighting terrorism from enemies foreign
and domestic. He has worked for the United States Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission where he helped in litigating class action discrimination cases against Chipotle, Bloomberg, and Bank of America.
Further, he has worked for New York State Attorney General’s office,
the United States Air Force Judge Advocate General, and served as a
judicial intern for the Honorable Walter H. Rice on the United States
District Court for the Southern District of Ohio.

Rodney W. Jacobs, Jr. holds a Doctorate of Jurisprudence from the University of Dayton (OH), a Bachelors of Arts Degree from Hiram College, and is currently working on completing a dual Master’s degree in
Public Health and Public Administration from the University of Miami
(FL).

In 2019, we celebrate Rodney W. Jacobs, Jr. as an official Boss Mann
and a true Renaissance man. Rodney’s organization has a great
understanding of the influence a police department can have on a
community. Rodney’s focus is to let the public know about their
available options when confronting abusive police practices. Citizens typically rely on courts and protest; Civilian investigative Panel
gives them another avenue to voice their opinion.
Courts are suitable forms to file a complaint; however, the standards of proof vary, and because of that, police go unpunished for
questionable or illegal activities. Since President Obama’s tasking
of the USDOJ and final report on the beneficial aspects of civilian
oversight, many civilian oversight groups have received a boost. In
Miami, his group does private investigations, independent of Police
Department internal affairs office, thereby giving them a different
scope of latitude and depth. Rodney’s office supports a panel of
volunteers each appointed by the mayor, city commissioners, and
the Police Chief. These impartial citizens of Miami view cases that
have been investigated with by his office and come to a verdict on
the facts of the complaint.
Miami’s Civilian Investigative Panel in conjunction with the Miami
Police hold a heavy emphasis on community policing. They understand that an excellent cohesive relationship between the police and
community helps to tear down implicit basis and preconceived notions. Rodney always likes to point out that his organization is not
a unit “out to get the police” but rather an organization holding
police accountable for the responsibilities. Miami’s CIP also understands and respects the real dangers police face on an everyday basis.
Rodney defines being a Boss Mann as multifaceted. He believes that
it is not about how much “change” (money) you make, but rather
about how much “change” you make. It is also about surrounding
yourself with individuals that hold you accountable and are sharpening your purpose. Rodney’s biggest obstacle so far has been
trying to strike a balance. In his industry of police oversight, no real
changes come quickly. Instead, all attempts to change needs to be
well thought out, slow and deliberate. He shares that he continually
battles with knowing when to go slow or take off running which
may potentially spoil the process and leave no room for a positive
ending.
In addition to Rodney being the assistant director of the Civilian investigative panel, he is also a board member for the County’s black
affairs advisory board. This board addresses delicate issues in the
black community and empowers county leaders to take action. He
gives back to the community in multiple ways. He is most thankful
for God’s favor, his wife Ramona Jacobs, friends and family. Rodney
understands that Life in itself can be fickle and sometimes you don’t
get a say in the outcome. He is grateful for having a loving support
system that empowers him to do better daily.
It is an honor for Boss Mann magazine to be able to tell a story
full of substance, and a story full of life and love. We’re incredibly
thankful for the opportunity given to promote Rodney’s legacy so
far, and we look forward to the many more blessings Rodney is
destined to deliver.

FOLLOW RODNEY W. JACOBS: @RWJACOBSJR
THEBOSSMANN.COM
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LOCKWEST

LYNWOOD’S VYBE JUNKII
Within the glitz and glamor of the Los Angeles city lights
lies some of the most important and historical places, people and happenings the world has witnessed. Interlaced
in its populous of inner cities is an unparalleled pride and
culture that has had a global impact like no other place.
When it comes to hip hop, most notably at the helm of
that influence is the city of Compton. From iconic, transcendent talents like NWA in the 80’s all the way to the
YG’s and Kendrick Lamar’s of the present day, Compton
has spearheaded LA’s hip hop culture scene more than any
other city. But hidden like a crown jewel in plain sight just
northeast of the Compton city limits lies perhaps the most
overlooked and underrated town in the greater LA area,
Lynwood, California. Known for its small city-big heart bravado, its occupants are anything but modest. From halfway
celebs like “Weird Al Yancovich,” to rap music groups like
“The Conrad’s,” to high school sports phenoms like Ernest Killum, Lynwood has made several attempts to throw
its name in the hat of LA sports, music and pop culture.
Perhaps in 2019, the city may have its best chance yet…
enter The LockWest Monster!
Born in Lynwood in the 80’s LockWest was heavily influenced by the early LA rap scene and quickly took to it after
having a natural gift for rhythm, words and writing composition. Known for witty yet stylistic bars, schemes and crazy
wordplay his vibe carries a west coast-rich energy with a
touch of east coast delivery and lyricism to polish it off.
With his unique hybrid style he paved his way through the
underground scene with an exceptional lineup of mixtapes
like: “The LockWest Monster” , ”Hip Hop’s Arc Angel, “Juggernaut Vol. 1”, “No Batteries”, “The Hybrid” (arguably one
of the dopest projects of any artist independent or signed)
and “Beatz 4 Ran$om” to name a few. After a collection
of classic mixtapes, he earned the opportunity to further
the buzz by joining the infamous LA high school tour circuit alongside R&B star “Eric Bellinger” and well-known LA
rapper “Compton AV”! However, his biggest opportunity
came in 2016 when he signed with Sony/The Orchard Music and released his debut album “City Daze, Junkii Knights.”
A project that encompasses all of what a ‘classic’ album
is; from fire production, lyrical content and delivery to a
cinematic storyline with vividly detailed skits that literally
paint pictures for your ears. Keeping the theme popping he
raised the bar yet again with a sequel album titled “Morning
Vybez” in 2018 that has fans and critics alike raving that he
is the ‘next up.’ The album takes on a far deeper and more
thoughtful approach with songs like “Whirlwind” featuring
Love and HipHop’s Lil Scrappy and “Street Dreamz” featuring singer BYG, where LockWest gives in-depth views
of his personal life (past and present) and the struggles of
balancing newfound success in music. Amongst writing and
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recording great music, he’s painted the Cali scene with crazy live performances from LA to the Bay Area opening for headliners like Snoop
Dogg,YG, Crooked I, The Game, 03 Greedo, Sage the Gemini, Eric Bellinger, E40, Bones and a host other mainstream artist. His “VYBE JUNKII”
brand is a label or better yet mantra that offers a window seat to the
lifestyle and principles that he and his squad live by. A movement that
entails pursuing positive energy, positive influence and embodying that
which brings ultimate happiness and success. The brand offers everything
from fly music and merchandise, to inspirational photos, quotes, and ‘Colgate’ smiles to inspire a generation in need of trendsetters unafraid to
motivate with positivity.
From music to poetry, performing to public speaking LockWest possesses a magnetic talent that can’t be explained with words, but instead
witnessed and felt through his energy and spirit. He solidifies the LA hip
hop roster and assures its existence for years to come.
On a personal level when asked about his most significant sacrifice made
LockWest explained that “Time” is the one asset he can never get back.
Sacrificing time to have children and make a family, time to travel and
do “Life things that he sees other people enjoy. But he understands the
sacrifice will lead to a bigger purpose in life. Lock West also shared with
The Boss Mann magazine about some of his darkest moments involving
people he mistakenly trusted and partnered with in the music business
and turning their backs on him. He eloquently shared that after experiencing tough times it thoroughly shaped his character. Fast forward
to today it gave him the knowledge to look for red flags while making a
connection with people.
LockWest is most grateful for his life, his consciousness & awareness,
and health! Like millions of other people, he comes from a place where physically, mentally and spiritually is an all-out war to keep people
brainwashed, broken and enslaved. He is most grateful for his family and
his Mom in particular. Through the grace of God, she has taught him the
ability to manage through the fog and gave him the necessary tools to
live against all odds.
Despite a constant battle against all odds LockWest shares about his
most significant accomplishment being how he has endured all obstacles
and the negative people around him. He firmly believes in prayer and his
strong will to accomplish anything in life. He said; “If God got me, nobody
can stop me!” that statement instills faith in knowing that he doesn’t
need a record label or someone validating him to be successful in his
industry.
BossMann magazine is most grateful to have crossed his path, we will
most certainly be following up with LockWest on future issues to keep
you updated on all the great things LockWest is destined to do. We salute his grind and dedication to be a Boss ALL DAY EVERY DAY!

PHOTOGRAPHY: RANDY HAWKINS

LOCKWEST ON BREAKING THE CHAINS:
“Information, Discipline, Consistency and Patience come
to mind when I hear “break the chains”. Those are the
key components to attaining any great feat of success.
Information is the most powerful thing in the world…
YES even more than money! Because if I tell a person I’m
a millionaire, more often than not the next question or
level of curiosity is “HOW did I become that?” But why
does that even matter? If money is the “bottom line”
and I have it, then why does it matter “HOW” I got it? If
you’re legitimizing in your head right now why you need to
know, then I’ve just proven my point…lol! Discipline and
Consistency… to do ANYTHING and do it well enough to
make it into a respected profession it requires relentless
time and effort; doing it repeatedly over and over again
THE RIGHT WAY! Always conscious of where you are,
what you’re doing and what you’re NOT doing to get
where you want to be. And lastly you have to be patient
enough to trust the process and the work you’ve put in to
bring things into fruition. Most great things that transcend
time take “Time” to develop. Anything worth having is
worth working and waiting for!”

ALL SOCIAL MEDIA @THEREALLOCKWEST
THEBOSSMANN.COM
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EMPOWERING YOURSELF BEYOND THE LABELS
Have you ever felt overwhelmed, hopeless, or helpless? You are not alone…

by Silvia Santos

I

n the blink of an eye, life can happen right before your very eyes: an illness, the death of a
loved one, unemployment, financial challenges, traumatic experiences, homelessness, and
so forth can certainly disrupt the direction of our daily routines, and our lives can easily
spiral out of control. Without appropriate emotional support, intervention, healthy coping
skills, and resources; it is understandable that individuals might feel alone, hopeless, and even
helpless. The breaking point occurs when those difficult moments become unmanageable and
professional intervention is required. There are countless stories of those impacted by conditions
related to their mental health. In the U.S., those who are at the forefront of mental health issues,
know first-hand the harsh reality many face in accessing timely, quality mental healthcare,
obtaining adequate resources, and benefiting from long-term solutions that focus on holistic
approaches in their quest to getting their lives back on track.
In observance of Mental Health Awareness Month in the U.S., we at Boss Mann
Magazine use our platform to shed light on critical issues that impact the well-being of our
communities. Collectively, we hope to gain a better understanding and raise awareness about
conversations involving mental health. We recognize the active roles each of us can embrace to
empower each other through compassion, kindness, and inclusion. Directly and indirectly, we
have interfaced with individuals facing dire circumstances and mental distress. Needless to say,
at some point we have confronted similar situations. As a nation, the healing process begins and
ends with us. There is much more support, wisdom, talent, patience, and information that each of
us can share regarding this subject matter.
In an effort to diminish preconceived notions and stereotypes about mental health, we
recognize the various ways society labels, perceives and responds to men, women, and LGBTQ
communities who receive counseling and medical treatment for their psychological well-being.
In certain cultures and communities of color, mental health conditions has been a topic of
controversy and taboo. In regards to gender differences; men tend to experience more backlash
and stigma, partly due to established social norms, cultural, and traditional belief systems. These
factors serve as additional barriers and exacerbates the problem at hand for those who
demonstrate signs of behavioral and mental health distress. It is of utmost importance that people
feel comfortable in a safe space, where they have viable options to address matters that impact
their psychological, emotional, and physical health.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention stress the importance of focusing on
mental health promotion and prevention programs among different age cohorts in different social
environments. There are more efforts and allocation of funding directed towards mental health
treatment. Though, these efforts and funding are critical; prevention ultimately provides tools
and life changing skills that individuals need to flourish in all aspects of their lives.
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As a Latina woman, single mother, first-generation college student, and professional, I
encountered situations where I faced adversity. Overcoming many of these barriers was certainly
not easy. In hindsight, I learned to embrace my overall experience because it shaped me into who
I am today. I believe that your past does not dictate who you will become. I share my testimony
because I believe that everyone has a story that inspires others. I worked in the human services
field over 10 years. Throughout this career trajectory, I had the privilege to serve those in need of
mental health services, community resources, hope, and inspiration. This was a humbling and
priceless experience to say the least. One lesson that I shared with those I served was to
encourage self-advocacy, particularly with marginalized communities who often times are not
encouraged to do so. Self-advocacy is critical for our overall psychological, emotional, and
physical well-being. Identifying and practicing healthy habits that promote positive thinking and
a healthier lifestyle are key for individuals to regain their confidence and empower themselves.
Music, art, reading, exercise, and meditation are a few examples that help reduce mental distress,
contribute to our inner peace, and creativity.
To the everyday heroes who provide essential mental health services and community
resources, a heartfelt thank you for making a difference. Investing your time and talent in our
communities is exemplary. To the families and friends who do their best to support and
encourage their loved ones, we salute you. To the men and women who live through and endure
tremendous odds, we honor you. You are not alone; your courage, adaptability, dignity, and
determination to heal and redefine your journey is preparing you to achieve many more
milestones.

Photographer: Kivon’ Lindley

SILVIA SANTOS
Boss Mann Magazine
Columnist & Photographer
IG: @mssantosphotos
Twitter: @mssantosphotos, @mssilviasantos

Silvia is a visual artist, fashion photographer,
writer, content creator, storyteller, humanitarian,
and youth motivational speaker. Silvia’s multifaceted creativity, leadership and personality
qualities has distinguished her from the crowd.
She has received prestigious awards for her
community work with marginalized
communities; including foster and homeless
youth, veterans, and first-generation college
students. Silvia has collaborated with highprofile dignitaries, community leaders, fashion,
and entertainment influencers. Her photography
and writing has been featured in Boss Mann
Magazine, Compulsive Magazine, Fast Forward
TV, and exclusive red carpet events. In this issue
of Boss Mann Magazine, Silvia takes on our
column dedicated to mental health. Silvia is also
highlighted as Director of Photography of our
fashion editorial layout, featuring Top Fashion
Model Kivon’ aka the “King of Fashion” shot on
location in San Francisco, CA.
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AJ & SJ JACKSON
The Connected Experience
Meet AJ & SJ Jackson, two highly driven individuals who felt the need to create a platform that would connect like-minded individuals.
The Connected Experience is a podcast dedicated to Boss Men and Boss Women willing to share their platforms and network across
brands. Hosted by AJ and SJ Jackson, their podcast includes industry professionals across multiple industries. Ranging from community
issues to entertainment they can interview a Lawyer or a small business owner to share their stories. BossMann shares the same
sentiment when it comes to being on a person away from living their dreams. We believe that all it takes is one shot and you have to
stay ready, so you don’t miss it.
‘The connected experience is where you take two individuals who went down the same path in life, who took different routes and
we connect them to do business’
The identical twins promote community growth and self-improvement. Having a platform where individuals can share their knowledge
is how they give back to society. This selfless approach has brought many blessings. The twins went on to release a first-ever PODCAST album which included exclusive informative interviews. An eight-track album included an interview with legendary podcast
host premium Pete of the «Premium Pete Show,» Platinum producer Pay Cash (aka PC) who has worked with Young Jeezy, Lil Wayne
& Big Sean.
The Connected experience’s definition of a BossMann is to have the ability to help others achieve their goals and dreams. Working
in a fast-paced industry comes with sacrifices, not spending time with family is the sacrifice. When asked about their industry obstacles they shared that clutter and over-saturation are a factor. Many people often attempt to create content according to trends.
Their advice is to stay original with content. They wish to have a legacy that would have opened up doors for all Urban Podcasts by
the time it is all said and done. They are working towards having everyone celebrate Urban Podcasts each May to highlight all great
content created by Black podcasters.
In addition to creating content to help others, they also give back to their community by speaking and guiding the youth. They find it
most satisfying when they witness kids go on to do great things after mentoring them.
When asked about motivation they brought up an interesting observation, AJ & SJ Jackson said the following: «We’re never motivated
because the word and concept of motivation (motive) comes from a place of hate, were always inspired and we get inspiration from
everyone working at their craft to become great at what they do». The Twin brothers do not believe in failure because it only brings
a learning experience that applies to other scenarios in life. Failure builds character. These Boss Men are most grateful for having the
ability to read and comprehend, and the ability to be creative. They understand that it can be all over in the blink of an eye, so they
make the most out of every situation.
These Boss Men possess all the attributes that we look for when publishing a story. BossMann
looks forward to supporting their movement going forward, and we look forward to all the significant accomplishments that are on the way.
What’s next for The Connected Experience?
What’s next for them would be The Connected Experience TV on Amazon Prime which is available now, and of course, continuing to grow the podcast which you can listen to by clicking the
link:

https://www.radio.com/media/podcast/connected-experience
Photo By: Jason Johnson
Models: AJ & SJ Jackson
IG: @tcepod
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Model: Tyler Jacob
IG: @tylerjacobmusic
Photographer: Mark Hill
IG: @markiswhoiam
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IG: @errolisip_events_llc

Errol C. Isip
Fashion Elite

Currently based in Los Angeles, California,
BossMann Errol Isip is an Event Producer,
Casting Director, Model Coach & Fashion show
choreographer.

designer appearances in Dubai such as Sarah Jessica Parker,
Stella McCartney, Tinie Tempah for Coach, and Dolce & Gabbana in 2016, which has been dubbed as The Gulf’s biggest
fashion event.

With over 18 years of expertise, Errol is part of
the elite when it comes to luxury events management and Fashion Show industry. He had
set his sights on becoming a doctor at first, but
a chance encounter with Philippines’ premier
fashion show director Robby Carmona during
a TV commercial shoot in the late 1990s made
Errol realize his potential in events production.

Through his vast experience and extensive knowledge of working with the world’s renowned luxury brands, Errol Isip continues to craft world-class shows that leave impactful impressions.

After a few years under Carmona’s mentorship,
Errol founded The Velvet Rope Model Management in 2001 and became one of the Philippines’
youngest talent managers at the time, representing the country’s A-list fashion models and
TV personalities. He established himself as a
promising events director when an opportunity
to produce shows overseas came his way.
In 2007, Errol packed his bags to the United
Arab Emirates and worked his way up the
echelon of events management industry while
building a strong reputation as the go-to fashion show director for Dubai’s top department
stores.
He joined Dubai-based holding company Al
Tayer Group in 2011 and handled its luxury portfolio, resulting to highly successful shows for
Harvey Nichols, Bloomingdale’s, Gucci, Armani,
Bvlgari, and Alexander McQueen among others. Errol was also at the helm in managing top
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With great power comes great responsibility, being responsible
for an entire Brand’s image carries a heavy load, but Errol has
been able to balance it all, and he has done it elegantly. Errol’s
definition of a BossMann is to be a leader, leading people and
gaining people’s trust is another BossMann trait. Looking back
at his career he states moving to Dubai for 12 years was the
most significant sacrifice he has made so far, but it also has
been an enriching experience. Errol’s determination and hard
work gets him closer each day to one of his goals, which is living comfortably with his own family when it is all said and done.
Errol’s BossMann activities also include giving back to the
community. He is currently producing MODELHUNT which has
an emphasis on diverse model searching. He firmly believes in
creating opportunities for others. On a personal level and just
like any true BossMann he makes it a point to have fewer toxic
people in life, those who are always being negative have no
room in his life. Errol’s love for fashion keeps him motivated;
he remembers being in his 20’s when he decided to stop calculating risks and rewards. He went all out in order to go after
his dreams and goals. Errol’s is most grateful for his career
and family, but he did share with The BossMann magazine that
due to the career sacrifices he has made, he took his parents
for granted. Acknowledging mistakes is a sign of growth, Errol
demonstrated that by being vulnerable with us. Outside the
fashion world, Errol recharges by exercising at Los Angeles
most popular hiking destinations, Runyon Canyon Park.

Errol C. Isip
Fashion Elite

#MODELHUNT
IG: @errolisip_events_llc

Photos By: Manny Llanura
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Model: Don Leon
IG: @don_leon24
Mgmt: WrigtHands Management
IG@wrighthandsmgmt
Photographer: Johnny Elizalde
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Model: Kenneth Schwartz
IG: @k.schwartz32
Mgmt: WrigtHands Management
IG@wrighthandsmgmt
Photographer: Johnny Elizalde
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Model: Caleb Johnson
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Model: Caleb Johnson
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East Los Angeles Blasto Street Wear
East Los Angeles, or East L.A., is an unincorporated area in Los
Angeles County, California. It is 96% Latino—the highest percentage
of any neighborhood in Los Angeles County, and the highest of any
census-designated place (CDP) in the country, with a population of
more than 100,000.
East Los Angeles is considered one of LA’s oldest neighborhoods,
with a pulsating history and traditions. East L.A. is essential to
the culture of Southern California. Places like Olvera Street and El
Mercadito keep the community alive and thriving.
East Los Angeles is also where Will C. was born and raised. Life
gave Will C. many challenges; having to deal with poverty was one
of them. Violence and negativity were an everyday episode as he
was growing up. Despite seeing tragedies and misfortunes, Will C.
was able to find the energy and encouragement needed to move
past his reality.
Will C. was able to move on and create Blasto Street Wear, a brand
full of creativity and hard work. As a BossMann he was able to formulate a business plan and made the right choices to make power
moves. Success has not come cheap, being on the road covering
trade shows, Hip-Hop shows or setting up shop at different events
has been a sacrifice. Not spending time with family has not been
easy but Blasto knows it is a necessary evil that will pay its dividends soon.
Will C.’s grind is real; a quick look at his social media gives you a
small glimpse of his hard work. Moving from city to city and having
constant change is well documented. Blasto Street Wear has a target to be across all malls in America and to be a significant brand.
Make sure to follow Blasto Street Wear to keep up with his daily
grind. BossMann welcomes Blasto Street Wear to our family.
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Photographer: Barlo
Model: Will C.
IG: @BlastoStWear
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USMAN
TIGER
JAVED

Photographer: Miguel Jaramillo
IG@migueljc49
MODEL/ENTREPRENEUR
Here at the BossMann magazine, we value family; we appreciate everyone that has been part of our movement. In 2019 we bring back
Usman “Tiger” Javed, a BossMann cover holder from August 2015. Usman is a model and an entrepreneur who strives to inspire and
influence the fashion and vision of everyone who comes in contact with him. His ambition is to create a positive difference in the world,
driving him to become not only a successful model but a successful role model as well.
Usman’s modeling accomplishments include working with brands such as Calvin Klein, Steven Land, Michael Kors, and Porta Bella. He
also does runway modeling and has participated in shows such as NY Fashion week, Atlantic City Caribbean Fashion Show and the Mercedes Benz show. His work in the fashion industry has earned him recognition as international male fashionista 2015.
In our most recent interview with Usman, we asked him about his most significant sacrifice made considering the body of work he has
put in over the last few years. He shared with us that it has been his consideration towards others. He went on to explain that putting others before his own goals might have prevented him from doing more. He is fully aware of the ultimate sacrifice; being unselfish
makes him a true BossMann.
Usman shared about his most significant obstacle in the modeling industry and also gave us his testimony for others to learn from:
“Specifically living in New York, a healthy balance between work, fun and achieving what is important to me. My advice won’t be as everyone else says, “Do what you love, and you’ll never work another day in your life.” Yes, we’ve all heard that sentiment countless times.
But, does this treasured piece of advice even ring true? No, I don’t think so. I think it’s perfectly normal to love your job and simultaneously recognize the fact that its hard work. Yes, having passions, interests, and big dreams are encouraged. But, finding what you love is
only half the equation. You need to be able to make a living doing it. Real-life pressures require us to pursue avenues that can provide us
with a decent and comfortable standard of living.”
Usman’s ambition is to create a positive difference in the world and would love to help people adopt change through his example. In
addition to inspiring people through action, he also aspires to motivate people to improve their wardrobe by setting the standard. Usman’s way of staying motivated is to do one thing that scares him; he feels that it is crucial to keep your end goal in mind. It is so easy
to slip and go easy on yourself, but he often holds himself accountable. Prescription for self-defeat is what keeps him motivated. He
has remained consistent in many areas of his life, from bodybuilding to improving his character, a positive expectation is the mark of a
superior personality.
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In addition to staying motivated, we also learned about the importance of making decisions in life. Usman always makes sure he
takes the lead and accepts the outcome of any decision made. He doesn’t allow mental blocks to consume him. Over time he has
learned to realize the impact of attitude in life. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string
we have, and that is our attitude.
BM: As a Boss, can you share some of your darkest times and how did you break the chains?
Usman: There is nothing darker like the time of the loss of a loved one or the innocence of a broken heart. You will feel like the
world has ended. But, Life will go on, slowly. A new normal will come, slowly. No matter how bad a day feels, it is only a day. When
you go to sleep crying, you will wake up to a new day. Grief comes in waves. You might be okay one hour, not okay the next. Okay
one day, not okay the next day. Okay one month, not okay the next. Learn to go with the flow of what your heart and mind are feeling. Taking care of yourself and eating healthy can help you to break the chain. You have to do the things you love and yes workout.
My breaking chains made me realize grief can be beautiful and deep and profound. Don’t be afraid of it. Walk alongside it. You may be
surprised at what grief can teach you.
BM: What are you most grateful for?
Usman: I am so grateful to have been raised with a non-materialistic mindset and having a grounded set of morals, values, and principals. My parents sacrificed so that I could focus on what is important in life. What you are goes back to your roots how you were
raised.
BM: What have you taken for granted in life?
Usman: We take for granted those who mean most to us. Often, it’s the people we love most. Or the very things that most deserve
our gratitude. But life taught me not to take anything granted because nothing is permanent at some point.
BM: To Break the Chains? What comes to mind when you hear that?
Usman: To overcome the way of thinking that society pushes on us and to become the best that we can for a higher purpose. We
are all unique individuals, but most of us let the world tell us what we should like and enjoy, what we should buy and believe. Most
of the time we don’t even realize this is happening to us. Deep inside we want to express all our unique desires fearlessly, and as we
move through the world, we lose connection with our hearts and trust in our intuition. People are often poisoned by the people
they look up to and follow and thus never challenge themselves or live up to their potential.

Model: Usman Tiger
IG: @ustiger2008
Photographer: Miguel Jaramillo
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